
Caravan XL 3 Year Warranty

Each Caravan XL manufacturered by Kingdom Camping shall include a standard 3 year
manufacturer warranty from the time of original owner purchase.

This warranty includes overall build construction, welds, leaks, errors, defects and all items
found by the manufacturer thru fabrication and assembly to be clearly defective.

If the unit is found to have a manufacturer defect covered under warranty, the manufacturer will
have the first right to cure the defect. Manufacturer may also choose to sub out the repair to a
qualified RV repair shop or mobile service and cover the expense of the repair. If it is necessary
to cure the defect at the manufacturer assembly location in Indiana, the owner should be
responsible to have the unit scheduled and delivered for the said warranty work to be performed
by manufacturer.

Each appliance installed carries its own manufacturer warranty and these vary from one
appliance to another. All original paperwork from the appliance will be provided by manufacturer.
Should an appliance fail, the owner will be responsible to contact the said manufacturer of the
appliance to troubleshoot and replace under appliance manufacturer warranty if necessary.
Kingdom Camping will be available to assist if there is any issues connecting with the appliance
manufacturer.

Kingdom Camping will not claim responsibility for any damages caused if the unit is not properly
winterized if stored in frigid temperatures for extended periods of time. The Caravan XL is
considered 4 seasons while in use and internal heat is engaged during frigid temperatures, but
should be fully winterized if stored and unused during frigid weather.

The 3 year Kingdom Camping warranty is a manufacturer build and functionality warranty and
isn’t considered a full hitch to bumper warranty, as items such as fading from sunshine, exterior
rock chips, flat tires, interior scratches on walls/counters or tears in linoleum/leather, or
necessary maintenance from regular owner use are not considered a manufacturer error and
should not be covered by this warranty.

This 3 year manufacturer warranty shall be transferable to the second owner if original owner
sells his/her Caravan XL prior to 3 years after purchase. Warranty will not be transferable to a
3rd owner and will ultimately expire 36 months after original owner purchase or after the 2nd
owner sells to a 3rd owner, whichever comes first.
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